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Breaking Banks Fintech
Thursday at 12 Noon Pacific

Tune in

July 07th 2016: Fintech Bots, Brands, and Entrepreneurship
Will AI change the nature of humanity itself? Today, Brett talks
with Katie Aquino, better known as Miss Metaverse, about the
expectations for the future and what that means for us in every
aspect of life. Scott Raskin, CEO of Spigit comes on the show
to discuss why banks should be looking and fostering the
innovative ideas among their own ranks. http://bit.ly/29tekec
Aspiration, named by Time magazine as the best stand-alone
checking account in 2015, comes on the show to discuss how
they plan to do well by doing good, and their policy of allowing
their customers to set their fees.
Read more
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Featured Guests
Katie Aquino- Miss Metaverse
http://futuristmm.com/
Read more

Scott Raskin
Scott Raskin is CEO of Spigit, a market leader in the innovation management space
helping organizations crowdsource ideas from its employees, customers and
partners. Raskin began his career in sales and holds more than two decades of
leadership and management experience building high-growth and successful
enterprise technology brands. A Detroit native, he has been involved in supporting
revitalization efforts in the city.
Read more

Guest Image

Andrei Cherny
Andrei Cherny is CEO of Aspiration, an online financial platform with a conscience that
is democratizing access to great financial products, built on mutual trust, and founded
on the idea that we can do well and do good at the same time. Aspiration trusts
customers to pay what they think is fair, donates 10% of all its revenue to microloans
and mentoring for low-income Americans, and makes it easy for customers to give to
the charitable cause of their choice. Founded in 2014, Aspiration is one of the fastest
growing online financial firms in America.
Read more

Ben Lynch
Creator, Jude, Fintechbot
Read more
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